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ABSTRACT
Is there any hope for us to draw a plausible picture of the future of exoplanet research? Here we extrapolate from the first 25 years
of exoplanet discovery into the year 2050. If the power law for the cumulative exoplanet count continues, then almost 100,000,000
exoplanets would be known by 2050. Although this number sounds ridiculously large, we find that the power law could plausibly
continue until at least as far as 2030, when Gaia and WFIRST will have discovered on the order of 100,000 exoplanets. After an early
era of radial velocity detection, we are now in the transit era, which might be followed by a transit & astrometry era dominated by the
WFIRST and Gaia missions. And then? Maybe more is not better. A small and informal survey among astronomers at the “Exoplanet
Vision 2050” workshop in Budapest suggests that astrobiological topics might influence the future of exoplanet research.
1. About the science and fiction of technological predictions
Can we make a plausible and credible prediction of what humans will know about extrasolar planets in the year 2050? Such a
prediction must necessarily invoke a decent amount of fiction. As scientists, we might thus end up in the realm of science fiction.
But maybe we can obtain a better feeling for the plausibility of our predictions by looking at the history of astronomy-related science
fiction literature.
One popular science fiction book that connected to modern astronomy and space science is the story “De la terre á la lune” by
Jules Verne (1865), which pictures the first manned space mission to the Moon. Such a mission to the Moon was indeed achieved
a little more than 100 years later by the Apollo 8 mission. Though many aspects of Verne’s novel were impossible from a physical
point of view such as the fact that the astronauts survived the launch in a capsule that was essentially a projectile accelerated by a
gun powder explosion in an enormously large cannon, the general picture was realistic to some extent.
Another prominent example is Fritz Lang’s 1927 movie “Metropolis”, which plays in a dystopic future. In one scene of the
movie, we see a fleet of biplanes flying through a landscape of skyscrapers. And even though biplanes have not gained acceptance
as the prevailing means of transportation today, we have witnessed a strong individualization of the means of transport and in
particular of commercial flight.
More on the astronomical side of science fiction, Struve (1952) argued for a dedicated spectroscopic survey of nearby sun-like
stars for radial velocity (RV) shits caused by Jupiter-mass planets in very close orbits around their stars. The existence of this type of
planet, nowadays referred to as “hot Jupiter”, was only proven observationally more than 40 years later by the discovery of 51 Peg b
(Mayor & Queloz 1995). Struve’s note that “There would, of course, also be eclipses” was also proven observationally almost 50
years later by the transit detection of another hot Jupiter, HD209458 b (Charbonneau et al. 2000).
In a similar way, science fiction author G. H. Stine, in his visionary 1973 essay “A Program for Star Flight”, laid out a plan for
humans to go interstellar on a time scale of centuries (Stine 1973). He proposed that astronomers would first have to survey nearby
stars for planets and that the most promising techniques for exoplanet detection would be astrometry and RVs. He also predicted
that the first planet around another star would be discovered in 20 years from the time of writing – a stunning prediction of the 1995
discovery by M. Mayor & D. Queloz.
Since then, with thousands of exoplanets known and with an average of about one planet being found every day now, astronomers
have entered a phase of exoplanet population studies. The number of exoplanets has become sufficiently large to infer reliable
exoplanet occurrence rates (Howard et al. 2012), which revealed different subpopulations of planets (e.g. see the identification of
a radius gap near 1.5 Earth radii among short period planets; Fulton et al. 2017), raising new questions about planet formation
and evolution. The question is: what next? Will more planet discoveries mean more scientific progress? The European Space
Agency (ESA) has recently issued a call for white papers to direct their Voyage 2050 research program.1 In this context, exoplanet
researchers are now consolidating their thoughts on the steps after the next, that is, after the planned launch of the European
missions “PLAnetary Transits and Oscillations of stars” (PLATO; Rauer et al. 2014) in 2026 and “Atmospheric Remote-sensing
Infrared Exoplanet Large-survey” (ARIEL; Tinetti et al. 2018) in 2028.
1 https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/voyage-2050
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The relatively weak function of the velocity amplitude on the planet period makes the RV method able to 
detect planets over a broad range of parameter space. The reflex velocity of a star depends linearly on the planet 
mass, and decreases with increasing stellar mass and orbital period. Because of the weak dependence on orbital 
period, the RV technique is able to detect planets in orbits from a few days to several years, with the upper limit 
on the detectable period set not only by the radial velocity precision but also by the time baseline. For example, a 
Neptune-mass planet in a circular orbit that is viewed edge-on will induce a stellar velocity of 1.5 m/s in a 1-year 
orbit, and 0.95 m/s in a 4-year orbit. However, it is important to note that RV observations provide little detailed 
information about the detected planet itself, as RV observations alone provide only the lower limit on the mass of 
the planet, and a subset of the full Keplerian orbital parameters (period, eccentricity, and argument of periastron).
Finally, high-resolution spectroscopy is increasingly being used as a method for measuring exoplanet atmo-
spheres with transmission spectroscopy and high-contrast imaging techniques. This work requires the same very 
stable spectrographs that precision RVs require.
Transits
Planets in nearly edge-on orbits can be detected via transits when the planet passes in front of the face of the 
star, resulting in a relatively brief, periodic, shallow dip in the brightness of the star. For a hot Jupiter orbiting a 
solar-type star, the probability that the planet will transit is 10 percent, the depth of the transit is 1 percent, and 
the transit lasts for a few hours. For an Earth analogue, the transit probability is roughly 0.5 percent, the depth is 
roughly 0.01 percent, and the duration is 10 hours, corresponding to a duty cycle of only 0.15 percent. Transits 
of Jupiter-size planets on relatively short orbits (roughly less than 10 days) around Sun-like stars can be detected 
from the ground, whereas detecting transits of Earth analogues requires a dedicated space mission, which was 
the primary motivation of NASA’s Kepler space telescope. Roughly Earth-size planets on shorter period orbits 
transiting smaller stars, such as potentially habitable planets orbiting low-mass stars (or M dwarfs), can and have 
been detected from the ground. 
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FIGURE 2.1 The cumulative number of exoplanets discovered versus the year of discovery up to July 2016. Several milestone 
discoveries are noted. To date, thousands of exoplanets have been discovered using 10 different techniques and the number 
of known planets roughly doubles every 28 months. SOURCE: A. Weinberger using confirmed planets from the NASA Exo-
planet Archive.
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Fig. 1. Extrapolation of the exoplanet count into the year 2050. The black solid line is a fit to the data from 1988 to 2018, which hits a value of
almost 100,000,000 in 2050. he dashed li es are the envelopes of the data. Red numbers along the abscissa and ordinate denote the ranges of
extrapolation, for which no data is yet available. The vertical bar abov th year 2030 refers to a combination of the currently known exoplanet
population and expected exoplanet yields for TESS, PLATO, Gaia, and WFIRST as presented in the literature. The data points were taken from
the National Academies of Science & Medicine (2018) based on data by A. Weinberger/NASA Exoplanet Archive. Adapted and reproduced with
permission from the National Academy of Sciences, Courtesy of the National Academies Press, Washington, D.C.
Here we discuss the future of exoplanet discoveries up to the year 2050. We are aware of the uncertainties that our predictions
involve and we are aware of our unawareness of possibly many other unknowns. In this sense, this paper must be taken with a large
grain of salt but we hope it might nevertheless b perceived as entertaining and stimulating.
2. Exoplanet eras and exo lanet counts
The first 100 planets or so were ll found usi g t e RV method, which is why we can safely refer to the mid- and late 1990s as the RV
era. Serendipitous ground-based transit detections motivated the installation of dedicated large-scale transit surveys, which started
to deliver discoveries in the middle of the first decade of the 2000s, such as the Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE;
Konacki et al. 2003), the Transatlantic Exoplanet Survey (TrES; Alonso et al. 2004), the Hungarian Automated Telescope Network
(HATNet; Bakos et al. 2004), and the Super Wide Angle Search for Planets (SuperWASP; Pollacco et al. 2006). These surveys
reached a combined planet yield rate of about a dozen per year in 2010, when the total planet count had risen to the hundreds.
The success of the “Convection, Rotation and planetary Transits” mission (CoRot; Auvergne et al. 2009) and of the Kepler mission
(Borucki et al. 2010) then further boosted the detection rates. In fact, most of the exoplanets known today have been discovered
with the Kepler telescope. As of 28 Nov. 2019, the NASA Exoplanet Archive2 counts a total of 4099 confirmed exoplanets. From
an exoplanet count perspective, it is thus natural to state that today’s exoplanet researchers are working in a transit era.
Figure 1 shows a summary of the annual exoplanet detection count as a function of time. The lower left corner of this plot
contains data from the NASA Exoplanet Archive as shown by the National Academies of Sciences & Medicine (2018).3 The black
solid line indicates our fit to the data, and the dotted lines show an extrapolation of the envelope of the data. The red numbers along
the abscissa and the ordinate indicate the predictive part of the diagram, where we gradually leave the realm of science and enter the
realm of fiction. In particular, in 2050 the fit suggests an exoplanet count of almost 108, potentially corresponding to a few percent of
all the planets in the Milky Way if the average planet occurrence rate would be of the order of a few planets per star. The evaluation
as to how realistic such a prediction is, is left to the opinion of the reader.
That said, we can construct a plausible estimate for the year 2030. Let us start with a total lump sum of 20,000 exoplanets from
the past primary Kepler mission and the completed K2 mission (Howell et al. 2014), from today’s Transiting Exoplanet Survey
Satellite (TESS; Ricker et al. 2014), and from the planned 2026 PLATO mission (Rauer et al. 2014). Then we add the expected
2 https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu
3 After our presentation of Fig.1 at the “Exoplanet Vision 2050” workshop we have learned after that a similar plot was published online on 24
Oct. 2016 by E. Mamajek at https://twitter.com/EricMamajek/status/790786565496680449. He derived a power law dependence with a doubling
time of 27 months.
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Fig. 2. Response of the audience at the Exoplanet Vision 2050 workshop to the question of the next exoplanet-related research topic that will be
awarded with a Noble Prize
planet yield from the present-day Gaia mission, which ranges between 15,000 and 90,000 depending on the final mission duration,
the actual occurrence rates of massive planets in wide orbits etc. (Perryman et al. 2014). The Wide Field Infrared Survey Telescope
(WFIRST; Spergel et al. 2015), with an expected launch in 2025 and a mission duration of five years, is supposed to find another
about 70,000 to 150,000 transiting exoplanets, details depending mostly on the actual occurrence rate of hot Jupiters in the WFIRST
observing fields (Montet et al. 2017). In summary, our literature research suggests that a total exoplanet count of between 105,000
and 260,000 can be expected for 2030, which is indicated with a vertical error bar in Fig. 1. Most astoundingly, we find that the
power law fit goes precisely through this error bar and that this tolerance window is located entirely within the envelope of the
predictions. With Gaia and WFIRST dominating the exoplanet count in the 2030s, one could reasonably predict that this will be a
transit & astrometry era of exoplanet detections.
What would be the next era, the one dominating the exoplanet population by 2050? We don’t know. That said, we do have an
idea when we might know. We consider two examples of an exoplanet space mission, Kepler and PLATO. The first mentioning of
the photometric method as a means to find extrasolar planets goes back to Borucki & Summers (1984) and the first formal proposal
was rejected by NASA in 1992.4 Kepler launched in 2009. This implies a time from the first idea to launch of 25 years and a time
from the first proposal to launch of 17 years. The case for PLATO was similar. Initially drafted in 2005 (H. Rauer, priv. comm.), it
was first proposed as a medium class mission for Europe’s Cosmic Vision 2015-2025 program for launch in 2017-2018.5 PLATO
was rejected at this stage but ESA accepted its successor version for an M3 mission profile in 2014. The launch is now planned
for 2026. This gives a time from the first proposal to (planned) launch of 19 years. If these time lines are typical for the exoplanet
missions to come, then any mission that would dominate exoplanet science in 2050 would have gathered the data in the 2040s,
which means that it would have been proposed in the 2020s. Thus, within the next about ten years, we might have an idea about the
exoplanet searches that will have been conducted in 2050.
3. Future topics
More is not necessarily better. Though moving on from knowing one planet to knowing 1000 planets certainly provided the basis
for almost everything that is currently known about exoplanets, it is not clear that moving on another three orders of magnitude
from 1000 planets to 1,000,000 would have the same profound impact on the field. Statistics would, by definition, be better. And
we would naturally know more of the individual special cases of extrasolar planets. But would it shift our paradigms about planet
formation as much as the discovery of the first few hot Jupiters? Maybe it is more reasonable not to simply hunt for ever more
planets but to focus the resources on a limited amount of topics in the field of extrasolar planets that are interesting and that affect
our knowledge and inspiration the most. What could these topics be?
In the year 2019, the year of the first Nobel Prize ever awarded to a discovery in the field of extrasolar planets, it is thus only
natural to ask ourselves: what could be the next exoplanet-related achievement or discovery that will be awarded with a Nobel
Prize? During the “Exoplanet Vision 2050” workshop at Konkoly Observatory in Budapest (20–22 Nov. 2019), the lead author of
this report gave a talk, in which he held a vote among the audience on five proposed topics. These topics had been collected from the
participants at the conference prior to the talk. Figure 2 shows the outcome of this live poll. The winner is an exomoon discovery,
a topic that has certainly gained considerable attraction in the exoplanet community over the past decade (for a review see Heller
2018). Of equal interest to us is the range of topics that was proposed, reaching from the surface mapping of an Earth-like planet
and the detection of atmospheric spectral biomarkers in an Earth-like planet or on Proxima b (Anglada-Escudé et al. 2016) to the
4 elsevier.com/connect/everyone-agrees-your-method-is-not-going-to-work-william-borucki-on-the-power-of-resolve-in-nasas-kepler-mission
5 See the PLATO Definition Study Report (Red Book) at https://sci.esa.int/s/8rPyPew.
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discovery of extraterrestrial intelligence. In summary, our audience had the strong tendency to think of exoplanets in the context of
astrobiology when it comes to future ground-breaking discoveries.
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